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"N" gets busted!

On Monday morning, Jan. 25 , I
was standing at the bus stop at Devon and California waiting for either a fellow student to see my
"N " which was attached to my
brief case or for a bus. Seeing a car
with a student sticker in the window, I tried to catch his attention
by also using my thumb. A squad
car saw me and proceeded to ticket
me for breaking City Ordanance
No. 27-287, prohibiting hitch hiking. The officer said that if I had
just used the " N " I would have
been all right, but that thumb
made the difference between
being within the law and breaking
it. Could the print please clarify
this for other potential offenders?
The ticket, by the way, will cost me
between $IO and $20.

By Mike Jones

On the
Tribune reprint
Sir:
In a typical Print Hitlerism, the
big lie , you have reprinted an article from the Chicago Tribune
(January 22, 1971) in such a way
as to imply the following :
I) either the nerve gas testing
area at Dugway Proving Ground
was responsible or
2) the Atomic Energy Commission 's accidental atmospheric
contamination was responsible
and
3) the Tribune was in some way
part of a coverup by printing this
article on page 12 !
Since neither the Dugway Proving Ground nor the. AEC was in
fact responsible, it is curious that
the Print did not consider it necessary to make clear that halogeton
was the cause of the sheep deaths
(in spite of what Gov. Rampton
said .) It is very curious, since this
information was readily available
in the daily papers , perhaps on
page 12, as well as on all the network news shows.
Your cheap propaganda tricks
are noted . What are you trying to
prove? Try responsible reporting
- it will be a nice change from
your usual style.
A final point. I think that if
"few people would notice this article on page 12 of the Tribune,"
fewer still will notice it on page 3
of the Print. Grow up.
Gerald J. Zabojnik

On

Corner

Listen, Editor:
This guy who gave us 'the bird'
story in the last issue, and the prodigal son of Northeastern in the
issue previous to that, is a crackpot.
Having studied under the· great
therapist who removed Flash Gordon 's warts, Doctor Zharkov, !recognize the schizoid tendencies of
multi-demensional workingman
in the Game-Playing Situation
That ls Life. His phrases are riddled with it: insanity's babbling
advertisements
on
Suburban
headshops: A Real Freak with a
Irving Kupcinet outlook for the
Students: except lacking Kup's
ambition, which drove him to the
Power Elite in Chicago.
I say one thing for that corner,
or Corner, of your paper: it carries
the allusion to a corner well , a
place where one sits, idly gloating
over wrongs and creating the rest
of a square with his mind. I prefer
to recycle my Thought.
Paul Harnett

OnNISC
Apathy

~

have and still am at Northeastern , and for the last few years I
have noticed many changes. This
college has grown from a small enrolled college population to a fairly good size population in a short
time span. Talk about population
explosion, NISC has experienced
it recently.
What I am trying to get across
to those who read editorials in the
Print, is that we the students are
going to have to be more involved
with school activities. I do not
mean the same students who belong to a different club or organization every year, I mean the
6,000 non-involved, non-concerned students who come to
NISC for classes and leave right
after their last class.
This college will soon become a
university and with all the privleges that go with a university, yet
with the students present level of
involvement, this school will never be more than an oversized High
School. In fact, my High School
received more support from students at three activities than this
school receives for all its activities.
(I came from a Chicago school
with the enrollment of approxi- mately 1500 students.)
We have a poor turn-out at the
sports events - all of them. Last
year's baseball team was the best
team Northeastern ever had. How
were the turn-outs? Poor. Ridiculously few people showed. The
swim team, ever hear of it, they
have meets in the swimming pool
(you know were the swimming
pool is, don 't you?) I have not seen
the signs that used to be mounted
over the entrance to the play side
of the gym. The basketball team
has been holding its own this year
- the turn-outs have been a little
better than average. Considering
the seating of approximately 400
people we may come cloee to
standing room only.
I know that we get lost when we
are in large areas. What is going to
happen when we get bigger!!! Will
we disappear completely?
There are also Ad Hoc Committies on the improvements of
NISC, how many of you students
know about them? The Commuter
Center has been after students for
a long time - how about the constitution they are trying to pass by
the students? You really showed
up at the last hearing, didn't you.
(about ten concerned students
showed up at the meeting in the
auditorium.)
What about the "Bughouse
Square" committee-you can become involved in it also. Wake up
NISC students-where are you!!!
The Stage Players put on some
pretty decent shows the last few
years, and not many students
showed up. We are now complaining about the tuition going
up and activities fees increasingwhy do most of you care- it's just
money for a few hours of your day.
The Title page of the last "Print"
stated, " Are You Paying More
and Enjoying it Less?" Yes, I
agree, you are not here long
enough to enjoy it.

Up From Slavery
I was riding on a freight train
through niggah Town the other
morning with a carload of political prisoners when I spotted a
basement nuclear plan that a university had hi~den with the aid of
the State.

The car spilled out a bunch ofus
near a new building that was firebombed once we had been free. Of
course this hasn't happened yet,
but I've lost in a time-warp for two
and a half hours now, flashing
back and forth between my life
now and five years ago and five
years from now. All this political
structure seems so reactionary
now, that armed resistance will
break out first irf America, where
it has occured since Watts. All of
the ghetto riots were Sieges, and
we have yet to see The Battle of
Little Black Horn. Of course acertain amount of the White resistance will battle beside Black
brothers, and I am with a group of
Regulars when our train spills us
out on this State School.
The Lieutenant leads an attack
of regulars against us, and we are
gunned down one by one, except
they decide to hold me hostage to
prevent future attacks. I am thinking that their Chief of Security for
The State School has buckled under to the authoi·ity of the Overseer and suffers from a guilt complex, as he believes his self-integrity is being ravaged. The protestant
existensialist, he flips out one
night and shouting, "Power to the
People" takes out the keys and lets
me out of Cell Nine.
During the next six weeks, I returned to the Resistance, where I
was facing a fire squad after pub- lishing the Truth in the Resistance
Plant. (Plant referring to a Zen
cencept applied to the Che Guevara idea that through planting the
Seed of revolutionaries with your
death, a Plant shall thrive, spouting more Seeds: more generations
of Planty.)
The Radical History of the
Plant now, and not five years from
now, where I have returned, escaping the Time warp which left
me seconds away from certain
death, is the Chronicle of My Ressurection from the Big House. All
Power to the Brother People! All
_ Brother to the Powerless. My
Mother is a Spanish Civil War
Veteran and played oppsite gary
cooper as his whore. Or was it
Ernest Hemminings, or is he an
actor? Gosh, am I a Revolutionary of What?

Stomach Aches

My War against the Plates will
be military flop. If I discontinue
patronizing the cafeteria, no bodily harm will occur. I must always
remember that I have but one
stor:1ach to live for my contrariety!
Lynda Ann Immergluck

Right on NISC
I would like to agree highly with
the sophomore that wrote on the
forum with the title, "Good old
NISC". NISC to me, is like home,
the people like ice cream and pie
(except for certain group who considers themselves SO OPPRESSED).
I could sleep at NISC. NISC is
educational , fun, funny, loving,
impassionate overbold, beautiful
and most of all CLEAN. Let's
keep it that way!! Remember it's
not what your school does for you,
it's what you do for your school!!!
And by the way, I love NISC
and all it's PREJUDICES and all
it's LOVES and EDUCATION it
can give. More POWER to the
PEOPLE.
Freshie
A sociology major

Ecology
Last week my borhter Robert,
a senior at Luther North HS.
attended one on CONSERVATION WORKSHOPS at Southern Illinois University's Outdoor Laboratory near Carbondale . He brought back several
important, seemingly unreal facts.
This poem is an adequate reflection of our times.
Kevin Cainey,
Junior-NISC

America the beautiful
0 beautiful for smoggy skies
For pesticided grains
For strip-mined mountains' pau- cities
Above eroded plains?

America, America!
Man spreads his trash on thee!
Thy rivers reek , thy coasts are
bleak
From sea to oil-slick sea.
0 beautiful for din and clash
Of crowds' impassioned stress
As thoroughfares of "progress"
slash
Across our wilderness?

War is being delcared! My
stomach refuses to be insulated by
the opposition. For almost three
years it has put up with and forced America, America!
down morsels . of inedible items What man has done to thee!
from the friendly confines of By over-breed and over-greed
- He poisons land and sea.
beautiful NISC's Food Service.
My stomach and I had a long 0 pitiful for knowing eyes
talk the other day (although it did That see beyond the years
most of the talking), and we de- Thy blackened, dust-choked ruins
cided to mention to others some of rise
our disastrous experiences. Our _Unwashed by human tears!
main concern is inner sanctum for
America! Americans
all and gastroenteritis for none.
There are a few main problems Could mend thy fatal flaws
that still exist; even though the By birth control and growth conprices have been lowered. (Some trol
o f t h e horrendous
choices _ And anti-pollution laws.
shouldn't even be given away!)
By Carol Sherr - 1970
Some examples of the poor quality
of the food includes: I. Chop Suey
that has to be literally sopped up
with a loaf of bread; 2. Chocolate
Ice Cream that tastes like frozen
Fence this part in over here.
Metracal; 3. French Fries that Push dirt into piles over there.
should be called Greek Fries; and, Start the machines at Eight when
4. Salads that use greens that classes begin. Leave equipment
housewives would discard for dis- around to justify the cost of this
criminatory reasons.
fence. When the Jets fly over you
My stomach and I wouldn't be can rev up your engines and make
so upset of late if it weren't for the clanking noises. It will be covered
most recent enemy bomb scare. up in the roar. Loud noises are an
Last week my salad was "bug- indication of the Movement. Of
ged"! What a revolting devel- destruction----<:onstruction. Any
opment! I don't know what infor- man not wearing his hardhat will
mation they would learn from a be docked. Do not answer any
large winged insect except that questions about the job. Do not exretaliation may be necessary if its plain the six foot thick walls in the
basement of the science building.
brother was swallowed!

Overherded

Radiate on your own .ime. You
don 't know nothin. Smoking is
permitted on the job. Let's not forget those cigaretts when we set
them down on the inflamable tarpolins. We don 't need any more
holes burnt in them . It's cold
enough as it is. We're hardly getting anything done now. And
that's working eight hours a day,
when it's permitted by the weather. Whether or not. You men are
leaving the tags on the propane gas
heaters, on the fire extinguishers.
Several have the 1969 inspection
tags on them. Let's watch that. It's
a wonder we're not responsible for
the damage caused by the fire.
Right, I mean fires. Actually
though it should be understood as
one fire. Understand that. It
makes no difference that it started
in two parts of the building twenty
yards apart. The college office and
the Old Man say it's an Accident.
Now get that. Hey! You, New
Man, can I have your undivided
attention? Thank you . You guys
must not have tied down those
tarps too good y'see and when they
flapped around from the wind,
which was really strong ... Up to
twenty or thirty miles and
hour? ... Right, up to twenty or
fourty miles ah hour, a fifty to sixty pound heater fell off its
stand ....Cause the bolts holding it
down broke? .. Breaking the bolts
holding it down and the heat from
it made the wooden two by fours
smolder and burst into flame
... Spreading to the inflamable
tarps... Spreading to the Tarps.
Right. It was a small fire . The
flames from the smoldering wood
shot up to fifteen feet in the air
because it was spontaneous combustion. An Accident...an accident...An Accident. 0.K. That's
it. Get out there and make some
noise.
NAME

WITHHELD
REQUEST
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Letters
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·To PRINT
Office,
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STUDENT COMMITTEE
WORKERS NEEDED
In accordance with the student
government constitution this is
the time of year for election of
new student government representatives. Since there are no incumbent officers to appoint an
election committee, students who
would like to form such a committee may leave their names with
William L. Howenstine, Dean of
Students, E-219.
In addition the chairmen of two

ex1stmg faculty-student-administrator committees have asked for
new student representatives. The
committees are:
Ad Hoc Committee for New
Commuter Center Building '
Commencement Committee.

Cars to be TowedAway

Students interested in working on
these committees also may submit
their names to the Dean of Students, William L. Howenstine,
E-219.

Better Chances
fora Grant?
from:
MARTIN P. GERAGHTY
ILLINOIS SENATE EDUCATION COMM .
160 NORTH LASALLE STREET
ROOM /620
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601
Senator G . Willi am Horsley
(R ., Springfield) today announced
introduction of a bill to liberalize
requirements for eligibility for
monetary awards from the Illinois
State Scholarship Commission.
The bill is a result of the recent
report of the Joint Committee on
Campus Disorders which Horsley
chaired.
Horsley said, "Thi$ bill will
eliminate the provision that limits
eligibility for an award to within 6
years after an individual graduates
from high school. It will also put
the Commission, and the public,
on record that no one shall be considered less eligible for a scholarship because he is not a recent
graduate of high school.
"In our travels around the state,
the Campus Disorder Committee
found almost unanimous agreement that many of Illinois' students lack simple adult experiences. It is not at all uncommon - in fact, it is more the norm
- for a 25-30 year old graduate
student to have undergone continuous education from the age of 5
on. He has never worked with
adults, except for his teachers, and .
he has never been exposed to any
general atmosphere other than an
academic one. His experiences are
limited and, perhaps as a result,
the range of his possible responses
to certain stimuli is limited," Senator Horsley added.
He continued, "By expanding
opportunity for Illinoisans to secure state scholarships and grants,
we hope to achieve at least two im-

portant ends: I) to permit high
school graduates to "take a
break" from school, get out in the
world and experience the practical
problems involved in getting
along in our society. They will
then be better able to decide on
what they want to do with their
lives; and if their plans call for re 0
turning to school, they will not in
any sense be penalized for the time
they took in making up their
minds. We would also hope that
this legislation would encourage
people who have been out of
school for many years to return, if
they want to, in an effort to better
themselves.
2) An important corollary to
these developments, we would .expect, will be that the scholastic'environment for all Illinois students
will lose some of the ivory-tower
characteristics which have developed over the years . With the
gradual influx of older, more genuinely experienced students into
our universities we can hope that
some of the worst elements of the
generation-gap might be eliminated . The line between student
and adult will be less clearly
drawn.
Horsley concluded, "Members
of my staff are currently looking
into admissions procedures at Illinois' institutions of higher education to see if we can encourage
these schools to open up access to
admission for such older students.
Research is not yet complete as to
whether legislation will be needed
for this, or if the universities themselves can do the job alone."

Tuesday,Feb.9

Wednesday,Feb.10

Thursday, Feb. 11
Friday, Feb. 12

Meat Balls and Curry Sauce
Roast Beef
Pork Sausage and Whipped Potatoes
Beef Stew
Breaded Pork Chop
French Toast
Beef Croquette
Fried Chicken
Asparagus on Toast, Cheese Sauce
Hot Pork Sandwich
Salisbury Steak
Thuringer and Red Cabbage
Breaded Fillet
Meat Loaf
Baked Fillet of Sole
Baked Macaroni

TO:

An Faculty, Staff, and Students

FROM:

Dr. William K. Lienemann
Vice President for Administrative Affairs

DATE:

February 2, 1971

SUBJECT:

Parking Situation during Winter Trimester

The problem of regulation of the parking lots continues to he of great
concern especially to ·the great majority of drivers who park legally and/or
settle any tickets they may have received either through apoeal or paying
of fines. I am requesting each driver with delinquent tickets to settle
them as soon as possible. I am asking the Security Department to submit
the list of delinquents to my office after March 1, 1971, and parking
privileges will be withdrawn after that time.
In order to keep cars without the parking privilege out of already inadequate lots, I am asking that a tow-away procedure be developed with the
Chicago Police Department. I am reluctant to take this step, but it
appears the only way to eliminate chronic offenders from using spaces that
should be available for the rest of the College Community.

COM·E TOTHE

Government Career
Information Day
February 9, 1971- B LOUNGE
·9:00 A. M. - 4:00 P. M.
11

The final day for filing final applications for April, 1971
graduation and preliminary applications for August, 1971
graduation was January 22, 1971. If you still plan to
graduate either in April or August, Please file your final
and preliminary applications in the records office immediately.

Monday, Feb. 8

0

E

During the winter trimester the parking crisis always becomes more cr~tical because of weather problems . This year, construction on the Science
and Classroom Buildings has curtailed the number of spaces even more. In
anticipation of this problem, the area south of th~ tennis courts was
converted to parking in November. These 200 plus new spaces more than
offset the number lost for construction and it is hoped that they will be
fully utilized. Studies are now underway to determine additional parking
spaces for Fall 1971, either on exi.sting J?roperty or on adjoining land.

Attention April 1971
& August 1971 Grads

I·Menu for'Feb. 8-12

M .

M

11

Come talk with representatives from a number of Federal agencies.

I

Ask questions about possible career choices. Find out about job requirements.
Get information which will help you plan your educational program.
Don't wait to graduate to ask the question - What kind of job can I get?

START PLANNING NOW!

.

DON'T WAIT UNTIL SENIOR YEAR TO CONSIDER
CAREERS

Come to the "B" Lounge
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A girl who loves
Dogs and children
by Bob Paprocki

As of January 4th, 1971, Alecia Harkins has been student-teaching
two senior "Comparative American History" classes at Mather High
School. This is not an unusual. pursuit for a senior at Northeastern
Illinois State College, who is an Education major, has a minor in History
and is a straight "A" student to boot. But the young, petite and attractive
Miss Harkins is blind, and requires the use of a seei ng-eye dog in getting
about the city.
When Alecia first requested a student-teaching assignment, she was
told by Mrs. Betty Clarke, Director of Teaching Recruitment and Student Teaching of the Chicago Board of Education, that "School children may be allergic to animals" : this referring to Alecia's seeing-eye
dog, Vita. This information was not a surprise to Miss Harkins. She and
her dog, Vita, have been refused entrance to restaurants, stores, and even
on the CT.A. "Once a driver refused to move the bus when he saw Vita,
and another time a driver wanted me to pay a fare for her." In such cases
Miss Harkins always displays a copy of her "rights," which she carries
with her. These "rights" are part of the Illinois White Cane Law passed
recently to insure protection for blind persons.
Much of the trouble Alecia encounters could be avoided by relying
only on a cane for directional aid. However, the young student has
undergone four robbery and one strangulation attempts. With such ex-.
periences she feels the protection of a seeing-eye dog is a necessity.
. Vita is Alecia's second dog. Her first, Teddy, was electrocuted by a
cable on an " El" train platform. Both animals were origiqally from an
agency called "The Leader Dogs for the Blind" in Rod1ester, Michigan.
Part of the $2500 expense for each dog was defrayed by the Lyons Club.
Miss Harkins has a contract with the "Leader dogs" agency which
states that Vita must be with her "at all times within logical limits." The
dog must be worked four hours a day for exercise. If Vita were to be used
for begging, or is mistreated, she would be taken away.
"Before 1784, if you were blind, you were either a begger or you were
killed ," said Miss Harkins, in referring to the condition of blind people
in history .
Prior to December 23rd, 1970, when Alecia received word that she
would be allowed to student-teach with the presence of Vita, there have
been only 2 blind teachers in Chicago. At that time even schools for the
blind and private agencies hired only persons who used a long white cane
for their directional aid . The first teacher was Joseph Golden, who
student-taught at Marshall High School. Mr. Golden received a grade of
"B" for his effort, but was not allowed to return to Marshall because the
parents, in fear of the possibility of his dog biting the students, brought
pressure on the school not to hire Mr. Golden. He eventually taught at
Lucy Flower school in Chicago.
The other precedent was a teacher in the inner-city. This man had
been employed for several years before he was blind, a nd was allowed to
retain his position, but without a seeing-eye dog, because of his familiarity with the school.
"I was very aware of a legal battle," Alecia said, referring to the
decision by the director of teacher placement. Some of her friends at
Northeastern suggested she call the American Civil Liberty Union. She
telephoned _them and got much information. "They told me not to worry
about the money." In fact, if the case were to be taken to the Supreme
Court, the A.C.L.U . would pay the expense. After that, a meeting was
arranged with Dr. Sachs, the president of the school, Dr. Howenstine,
the dean of students, Dr. Pitts, associate Dean of Students, and a lawyer
from the American Civil Liberties Union. " President Sachs said that he
would fight for me," recalls Alecia, "then they sent a letter to Rochester, Michigan telling them of my problem."
The "Leader dog Agency" replied that they could not believe that
Vita was barred from use by her owner. A history of the two-year old dog
was enclosea along with a statement concerning the qualifications of
every dog used for work with the blind. These requirements are: Each
dog must have no teeth showing, or show signs offear. Each dog must be
twenty-four hands high and be one year old. Every student must undergo three days of study to determine voice inflections and other charact!!ristics in selecting a dog best s4ited to him. Only about one often dogs
are selected for use as seeing-eye dogs.
Armed with these measures of support, attorney Fritzche of the
A.C.L. U. contacted Superintendent of Schools Redmond on December
22, 1970 and threatened legal action for violating Miss Harkins' constitutional rights to earn a living.
·
The next day, Alecia and her invaluable dog were given an assign. ment , the one stipulation being that a sighted assistant must be present
during class time, but only to listen.
For the two years that Alecia has owned Vita, she has carried an
insurance policy , should any harm be done by the dog. If any third party
is injured at his own instigation, Miss Harkins is not to be held responsible.
" Mather is a little bit more crowded than Northeastern, but that's
all" says Alecia of her new assig nment. " At first the kids didn't know
what Vita's role was." " I used to tell them that the dog was blind, and
that I had to lead her around." Some of the teachers are nervous, but the
kids are very respectful. Vita is a part of the class, and many of the boys
and girls that don't have pets have really attached themselves to her."
As to class preparation, Alecia spends two hours a day at Blind Service, 127 Dearborn Street. She has been a frequent visitor there since
1967. Blind Service is staffe9 by retired teachers. "They help me with
grading papers. I told my students that their papers must be legible in
order to be graded and on the average, penmanship in class has gone.
up."
" I had a braille seating chart made, and the students could not figure
out how I caught them whispering in class. I love teaching. I look at the
students as individuals, I can't look at their long hair or clothes, anyway, .
they mean nothing to me." Alecia uses group work in class along w~th
plenty of visual aids, since both teacher and student can learn from relief
maps. Alecia said that she wants to continue teaching in a high school.
" I guess I'm just a fighter" she said in reply to the question of a future
teaching job.

d_el

Rap Session

"Pearl"

By Renate Marquis

The drug scene, probably the
topic most commonly discussed in
Within the past year, the music world lost two of its' most popular
the colleges and universities of
·stars - Joplin and Hendrix . Now the music industry, never one to
America seems to have lost its imworry about respect for an artists' work, found this to be a new and
pact. A lack of interest was apparfertile land with which to reap the benefit of the aforementioned labors.
ent at the drug rap session held on
All they had to do was release anything the late performers had someTuesday, January 26, where few
thing to do with, type it up as a memorial LP or as a tribute, and they
students were present. However,
were sure to make a sizeable profit, regardless of the quality of the . for those students who were there,
product. Many of these recordings would never pass the artists ok for
it proved to be a worthwhile sesrelease if he or she were still alive. But once their gone there doesn't seem
sion.
to be any protection for previous work. Ar,-yway, we've come to expect
Sponsored by the Counseling
this sort of thing from the industry, so when I received a copy of "Pearl"
Center, an open - ended discussion
(Columbia KC 30322) a posthumus release by Janis Joplin, backed by
was held with guest speaker
Full Tilt Boogie. The first thing that hit me was how good the back-up
Dough Couch, who was a former
group really was. Janis has always had a knack for surrounding herself
drug addict. Doug, now sixteen,
with re_latively amaturish muscians, which is quite strange considering
began experimenting with .a variethat a talent like her would have been able to get any musicans she'd
ty of drugs at fourteen, and later
want for her band. The only reason I could figure is that she didn't want
became addicted to "dow ners" or
anybodY. else in her spotlight. Regardless, the fact remains that Full Tilt
barbituates. One day when he
Boogie is an excellent collection of musicans who play well enough to · needed help, a telephone operator
enhance Joplins' performance, without getting in her way. Neverreferred him to the Tinley Park
~theless, they get ample opportunity to prove that they can play lose
program where he was later rehaenough to suit her blues, and tight enough to drive . Their inbilitated. He now works for the
strumentalation includes piano, quite different from her last big band
program .
effort. The result is an all around cleaner sound which seems to fit much
Doug very openly discussed his
better with Janis' style.
experiences with and feelings
about drugs. Speaking about a
And the show belongs to her. For some reason, she is able to capture
trip, he said that he enjoyed the
the excitement and feeling of her live performances, something that has
feeling of being " high", but he
eluded her on previous records. Janis' work on ''Move Over" and "My
didn't like the physical effects. He
Baby" is some of the most powerful stuff I've heard in a long time, and
considered
the worst drug to be
restores my faith in her feel for blues. When I first heard Janis' singing
"downers" saying they were even
on record, I couldn't understand why so many people were knocked by
:harder to kick than herion.
he.r. She had the strength to move an audience, but just couldn't seem to
Doug also presented some inrelay this in the studio . Fortunately, " Pearl" has the quality and may be
formation
on the Phlash Tire prothe closet thing to a real memorial LP, if there is such a thing.
gram under the Illinois Drug
If this record captures the good, it also captures some of the bad.
Abuse Commission where he is
Many people warned that if she continued to sing in her way, that she
now working. The program is lowould eventually lose her vocal power to sing. As of the material on
cated in 1854 N . Sedwick and can
"Pearl" this deteration becomes yery apparant. T he feeling is there, but
be reached at its twenty-four hour
all too many times, her voice doesn't fully respond to what she wants it to
crisis intervention phone 664do. Listen to "Merceded Benz" and you'll see what I mean. Buy maybe
4041. This program provides free
that's what makes the record so valuable. It covers everything that made
service for non-opiate drug users
her what she was. And what better insight can we have into her life than
mainly through sensitivity groups,
"Me and Bobby Mcgee" and the last cut on the album, something that
but it can also refer persons to psyjust might epidimize her life~ " Get It While You Can."
chiatric and legaJ. help, as well as
to other drug programs. The polMIDWEST'S LARGEST DISf,'LAV OF
icy of this program is to talk persons who are on a bad trip up
where they can enjoy their trip
rather than trying to talk them
back to reality.
Doug Couch began taking
drugs because of pressures from
his peer group and family. They
satisfied a personal need for which
drugs seemed to be the only solution . At the session, he conveyed
5800 S. LA GRANGE RD.
to me, as I'm sure he did to others
present, that he no longer needed
LA GRANGE, ILL. 352-9200
drugs.
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CONTINENTAL MOTORS INC.
.

Professional
term papers
these,
disserations

typed
IBM electric,
50c per page
Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242

Chicago's New Musical Smash! TONIGHT 8:30
. "ROUSING, RASCALLY MUSICAL THAT
HAS EVERYTHING." -Wm. Leonard, Trlbuni(.

ft'

DAVID MERRICK presents

1

PROMISES,
PRO._••,s
SHUBERT

by NEIL SIMON-BURT BACHARACH-HAL DAVID
with "l' LL NEVER FALL IN LOVE AGAIN" and other hits
Theater • EVES . B:30 lexc. Sun. I • Elevators to 1st & 2nd Bale.
22 W. Monroe, CE 6·8240-Mtits. Wed. & Sat. 2 P.M.

LEARN

COMPUTER

PROGRAMMING
Newest AUDIO VISUAL Training
System offers "YOU" private
study periods, that cut your
learning time and speeds your
future earnings. You set the
time, hours, pace at which you
want to learn, on this exclusive
new method ... only at .•.

BooTriingCmm
A Division of Bor1-Yf1mer Acceptance Corp.
KU'PUNCH ~

,.,_
P--NO
... MR. JENKINS

282-6!56!5

4001 W. DIHft AYI,, Clllca10, Ill,

for the girl with an eye on fashion, quality and cost .

NOW TWO LOCATIONS
2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)
6803 N. SHERIDAN RD.
SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women's shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
NEW HOURS
MON
WED
THURS
FRI.

11 :30-9:30
11 :30-5:30
11 :30-9:30
11 :30-9:30

TUES. CLOSED
SAT. 10:30--5:30
SUN. 10:30-5 :30

Counselor's
schedule

English majors elect reps
to student-faculty committees

The Counseling Center is
pleased to announce the following
schedule for counselors-at-large
represent the students at the meetThe other business d iscussed
for the present winter trimester:
ings of the department until paswas the proposed reception of
By Steve Pantos
sage of the new By-Laws is se-.
CREDITS for working on the
Monday - 9:00-1 2:00 - Miss Joan
and Tim Coogan
cured, and then to become those
Committee. It was pointed ,out
Hakkio , Room E2 10
voting representatives. The new
that Faculty members are p~ to
Last week the English Majors
Committee members are go to these meetings, a_nd impropCommittee recruited... new mem1:00-3:00 - Mr. Steve Helfgot,
er attendance, as in the case of
bers in preparation for the reRoom E225
Rockwell Gray who spent most of.
construction of the English Dehis time teaching, can lead to firpartment's Committees. Over the
Catherine Jones
Tuesday - 9:00-12:00 - Miss Doroing. (At least for those non-tenlast two trimesters the Committee
Janey McGann
thy M,cCreery, Room E223
ured
members) They go to these
has been attending committee
Shirley Seifert
boring meetings because they
meetings of the English Dept.,
Geri Jender
1:00-3;00 - Mr. Tom Johnson,
have to; after all,jt is in their interwithout voting power, expressing
Roseann Fitzgerald
Room E225
est. It was felt that the negotiations
the needs of the students, and lobGerald Leazer
with Mr. Liebow should continue
bying for the completion of the
S. J. Pantos
Wednesday - 9:00-12:00 - Miss
but that thei, conditions under
New By-Laws by the department
which credit would be given
Joan Hakkio, Room E210
committee. This · committee is
needed more exploration. The
composed of Mrs. Dorothy Patton
I :00-3:00 - Mr. Richard Chiles,
Brought up at this meetMajors felt that the strings atMr. HarryWhite, and Mr. Clark.
ing was the proposal from the
The English Majors Committee
tached could be on the committee
Room E21 I
English
Department"
that
the
mareported that the New ti}'-i,.a-.vs
·members. It was suggested that the
Thursday-9:00-12:00- Mr. Richjors meet with the C hairman of the
will be voted on by the enti re demembers of the committee in the
Dept. and its members in regular,
partment next month. Tenured, as
future, seek credit through the Exard Chiles, Room E21 I
informal get togethers, preferably ·
well as non-tenured members of
perimental College program. A
I :00-3:00 - Miss Barbara Behoff campus in some restaurant or
the faculty will vote. The new Bygroup study of bureaucracy would
tavern. Upon recommendation of
Laws propose equal voting power
not only be a learning experience
rendt,
Room E22 I
the Committee the Majors rebut worthwhile information to all
on thoSC committees that "directFriday- 9:00-12:00 - Miss Barbara
jected this department "Feeler."
the students.
ly" affect the students. On those
The;ir decision hinged upon the
committees that "indirectly"
Behrendt, Room E22 I
persuasive argumP,nts of t.a"le deThe committee has scheduled a
affect the students, such as TEN1:00-3:00 - Mr. Tom Johnson,
partment elders who were old
meeting of the Majors for late FebURE AND SALARY, they will
enough to recall Dr. Paine's teas,
ruary to discuss the issues the Engnot be allowed seating, but will
Room
E225
which were lHE INPUT to the
lish Department is concerning ithave an opportunity to give any
department for too long. In addi The " At-Large" program has
self with this trimester. A subcominformation they deem relevant
tion, the department did not inmittee for updating commuto the decisions reached by these
been set up by the Counseling
dicate willingness to pick up a tab.
nication between the Majors and
committees.
Business & Fun are still the poliThe new members of the Engthe Committee has been estabCenter as a means of offering stulish Majors Comm. were chosen to
tics of domination.
lished.
dents the best possible service. l n
accord with the schedule given
above, each counselor reserves a
morning and or afternoon every
week for the convenience of stuby StPve Pantos
dents who need the immediate attention of a counselor and cannot
to come together. Show the old · wait to make an appointment.
(Continued from Jan. 21, 197 I)
; to gain possession of by any movies. They have substance, Therefore, counselors are available every day of the week to help
meaning, can be understood, commeans. Webster's. Webster' s.
students without appointments
municated . These new films are
Webster's. Use your faculties.
Dictate. The rule or direction sug- transparent. A student per- who have matters of concern
which will not take,a great deal of
gested to the mind. BELL:slang. spective goes right by them. Retime to clear up-questions conpeat. Make the decisions.
Origin United States. The New
The Thursday meeting was cerning scholastic regulations,
World. To be succes ful, get good
procedures, program changes, seresults. The Department is a bell . clear listening. No 99's. The first
lective
servi.ce regulations, etc.
acid
test
on
a
large
scale.
DepartTranslate. This is the first transment. The committee reported the Students are cordially invited to
fer.
Remember the Rock. Are these soundings of this distinct branch. take advantage of this service.
Students with concerns which,
grey days changing? PATTON is
It is sluggish. The committee has
they
feel, will require more of the
a movie. Research. The principles chosen a side to bank on. These
counselor's time are invited to
are identifiable. The same from are dictates. Suggested to the
take advantage of the services of
the start. That was two trimesters mind . They are Pro-Faculty.
the receptionist, to be found at the
ago . Flashback. By-Laws/Con- They know the energy source.
north end of the counseling center
stipation . Regulations are not They rejected ·the idea/proposal
above the cafeteria, to arrange for
necessary. Begin to rephrase. of CREDIT from experience. No
a conference with the counselor of
The function of a committee is fagot-vote. You are the base. You
their choice.
to report the sou nd of the beH. create the faculty.
Make the decision s.
The national definition was
Repeat. PATTON the movie. chosen. No more Staff merde. No
Patton wanted/wants con- more Regement as a whole. No
stipatum. Sometimes something more regementation. Whole
happens. Not often enough. "At a people. No more false supports.
conservative estimate it will be A staff is a weapon used against
completed in two years time." It people. A weapon. State colleges
The Counseling Center wishes
is clear that white man has not are part of the Government. THE
to introduce a newcomer to their
reached subaudition. In the city it GOVERNMENT. If you are cerstaff, Steve Helfgo t. Steve is a
may be developed on a subway. tified you are not a Teacher. You
graduate student from North(Greek) Who is driving the white have been inspected . You are a
western University who is commans autos. Translate. Are two piece of meat. Headline "TWO
pleting requirements for a MasWorld Wars over? On another SCHOOLTEACHERS EATEN
ter's degree in Guidance and
plane. (A.Sax.cog.with L. ver, ... ) BY CULT IN SIERRA NE- Counseling. He is serving his inHas the Clark changed? New V ADAS." You grant by favor o~
ternship at Northeastern under
films are being shown . They are indulgence, the RIGHT or POWthe supervision of Miss Joan Haktransparent. The Clark does not ER to a person to do what by Law
kio, full-time member of the counbelieve in the classics on a reality he May Not Do. Teach. Create
seling staff, and Miss McCreery,
plane. These conditions are sub- Your Faculty. Command Your coordinator of academic adviseject to Change. Energy should be Faculties. Repeat. Make-thement.
directed towards the Clark people decisions.
Steve is currently on the
campus, in Room E225 , from 9:00
to 3:00 every Monday and is available to students to help them with
personal or academic problems.
The receptionist af the north end
6350 N. Lincoln
of the Counseling Center above
Lincoln and Devon
Ladles Night-Every Thurs.
the cafeteria wi ll be glad to assist
Open 4 p.m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Sc Beer-2Sc Mix Drinks
students in arranging appointCocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p .m.
Wed. - 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink
ments with Mr. Helfgot, or stu2 for the price of 1
dents may drop in on him on Monday afte rnoons when he serves as a
counselor-at-large.
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Hujambo Afram
by Eugene Barnes

Hujambo ndugu na dada na fafiki .
(Hello brothers and sisters and friends).
Dada (sisters, this applies mostly to you, but the brothers won't mind
getting in on this as well.
Our candiate for this issue is Ph.D. Tillman , who has presently been in
Chicago and here at N .I .S.C. since September of 1970.
Short in her physical stature, Ph .D . Tillman syas several influences
led her into the study of history . Her mother, particular teachers and her
own need for learning intellectually were her primary reasons.
When asked was there a preference in her choice, she responded with,
the desire to know more about the broad cultural influences of American and European History, as her preferences.
The next inquiry, that came to mind , was what would be relevant to
the Afram female students historically. She replied with, "They should
be about determining personal goals, satisfactions and fulfillments. "
She also added, that if these determinates were scholastic, they should
pursue just that ; if not scholastic, the gain should be towards broad
knowledge and objectives .
Ph.D. Tillman, mother of two children, a boy and a girl , and wife of a
city college Dean, Ph.D. Nataniel Tillman, says " I o nly had one sister."
Washington, D .C., seems to be a focal point in which our professor
acquared her Baccalaureate and Masters degree, at Howard University.
She then traveled across country to Wisconsin to obtain the degree
she holds now from the University of Wisconsin.
Born in the state of Washington, D.C. , Ph.D. Tillman states that her
views of Womans Liberation is strictly an historic one . She states that
black women should first have a commitment to the goals, (general
improvement), of the entire black community. She further states , that
this could best be acheived by cooperating with the balck men.
At this point, she recommended a reference book entitled , Black
Families in White America, by Andrew Billingsley.
Her interest developed in American and African blacks during her
stay at Howard. She conducted, as an undergraduate, research for several books, one of which was entitled, Betrayal of the Negro.
When asked what her hobbies were, she smiled and said , "Cultural
Sightseeing."
Kofi Awooner, African born author, poet and teac her will be our
guest speaker in the Little Theater on February 2, at I p.m., upon the
request of Ph.D. Tillman.
Kwa heri. (good-by)

HERE

New
counselor

DOUBL
S&H

GREEN STAMPS
With .A~Y GAS Purchase .
ANY DAY of the Week ·
AL VAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W PETERSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

Raoul's Pub

588-9365

~-- .

VALUABLE

7

COUPON

I

SPECIAL STUDENT PR I CES
UPON PRESENTATION OF THIS AD
LIBERAL TRADE -- IN ALLOWANCES
AT THE WORLD 'S LARGEST GUITAR STORE .

ALSO FEATURING OUR
TRUMPET CENTER .

HA 7-5327

.

16 S. WABASH
HA7-8434

BO TH D IVI S I O N S OF
PRA GE R !I R I TT E R, INC .

I GIBSON'S, FENDER' S - REWIRED FOR
REPAIRS AND
I ____
"FUNKY"
OLD SOUND.
REFRETTING J
L
_ __________________

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
& MODELS & ALL
FACTORY INSTALLED UNITS

Watch-SON

of 11 :45

•
•

everyday

•

•

·at 11 :45

588-9850

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRIGIKING
SAME DAY SERVICE
& INSTALLATIONS

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c

I
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''Northeastern Rides''
Hits Legal Snag

For the People
The anti-abortion law which had existed in our state for over onehundred years has finally been acted upon . In a 2 to I decision, the
archaic law was finally declared unconstitutional due to its vagueness,
its oppression of pregnant Illinois women, and a lack of legitimate states
interest in preserving fetal life.
Opposition to the ruling has generally centered around political power squabblings. This can be viewed as traditional in the Illinois political
power structure. The fact that a judicial branch has finally done something for the people they ho ld such power over apparently irritates the
legislative minded "public officials."
States Attorney Edward Hanrahan, always the public servant, has
naturally voiced opposition to the ruling, in that it includes an enjoinment preventing his legal army from prosecuting any future abortion
cases within the state.
Hanrahan, a former student in several Catholic educational institutions, and a strong supporter of a certain Irish Catholic maypr,
claims that the judicial branch of Illinois state government imposes itself
in excess proportions upon the people of Illinois. Obvious should be the
fact that if anyone has imposed upon the people through political actions, and exploitation of his position to present personal for mulated
.pseudo-'political' actions, it is the States Attorney himself.

27-287. No person shall stand in a rondwny for the purpo:;c of 1mlicitin~ a
ride from the driver of any private vehicle.

PRINT errors rectified
It has been brought to our attention that there were some statistical
errors in one of the articles which appeared in the last issue of the
PRINT.
The article, entitled "Parking'llt NISC" mentioned a proposed future
enrollment of 16,000 to 18 ,000 students. What was not mentioned was
that of these students, 6,000 of them would not be at this campus and
would be attending extension facilities. Also not mentioned was the fact
that the proposed future enrollment included day and night students.
That would mean that the proposed future enrollment would be 10,000
to 12,000 day and evening students.
The article also said that the new parking structure would add a total
of 1586 parking spaces. This also was an error. Only one of the parking
structures has been approved at this time, making the total number of
new spaces a little less than 900.
Thus, while we printed that NISC would be short 6,700 parking
spaces, in truth, NISC will be short only about 4,500 parking spaces.

nortt:'leastern print
"Freedom of conscience, of education, of speech, of
assembly are among the very fundamentals of democracy and all of them would be nullified should
fr eedom of the press eve r be ·successfully challenged."
-Franklin D. Roosevelt

We hope at this point, that when we mention "Northeastern Rides,"
that most people at NISC know what we're talking about. But to clarify
matters anyway, "Northeastern Rides" is the "N" that was stuck in the
PRINT about 2 weeks ago. The "N " is to be used by pedestrian-students
to get rides to school from driving-students. It was begun by the PRINT
to help students save money by not having to pay bus-fares. In short,
"Northeastern Rides" is a way by which people at NISC can help each
other.
"Northeastern Rides" began as a simple idea that tried to do something positive for the people at NISC . It was a completely voluntary
thing, free from any type of bureaucratic red tape.
"Northeastern Rides" is an idea_:__ a new idea. Were it sponsored by
some federal or state agency, it would probably be called a " program."
You would probably have to fill out 3 or 4 forms in order to get your
"N ". But "Northeastern Rides" is a simple idea, a concept in cooperation.
But someone is not cooperating. Namely, the City of Chicago.
"Northeastern Rides" has snagged itself in the technical legalities of the
red tape of the giant municipality.
Michael Jones, a student, received a traffic ticket for hitch-hiking
while using his "N". The officer who gave him the ticket, a J. Holder,
badge 5952 district 20, told him that he would not have been ticketed if
he had not held out his thumb and had just used his "N" to solicit a ride.
After checking the Municipal Traffic Code, we found that the police
officer had misinterpreted the law. Michael was found to be in violation
of Municipal Traffic Code No. 27-287 which states:
"No person shall stand in a roadway for the purpose
of soliciting a ride from the driver of any
private vehicle."
As you can see, the code makes no mention of a thumb. Whether Michael had used his thumb or not, he would have still been technically
(and it looks as though some Chicago policemen will get technical about
this thing) in violation of the Traffic Code.
But the Code does state that you are in violation if you are IN THE
ROADWAY . To avoid future instances such as this, we can only suggest
that students using the " N" stand on the curb and not use their thumb
while soliciting a ride to school.
It is a shame that we had to run this editorial, a shame that "Northeastern Rides" ever had to become technically involved with the Municipal Traffic Code of the City of Chicago. But it is probably inevitable
that it happened .. There's bound to be some clash between a fresh, positive idea and the "thou shalt not" concept of organized, negative government.

The Northeastern Print is a student publication of Northeastern Illinois
State College, 5500 N. St. Louis, Chicago, Illinois 60625. Opinions expressed within do not necessarily reflect those of the administration.
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A really ridiculous, pointless thing happened to a fellow student a
week ago Monday morning on his way to Northeastern. He got arrested.
He was " N-ing" his way to school- had is N taped to his brief caseand saw a car with an NISC stickergoing by. So in an effort to flag down
the car, he also stuck out his thumb.
Well Happy Harry da cop happened to be tooling along right behind
the NISC car (which didn't stop), so he did stop.
And he busted student Mike Jones, for hitch-hiking.
Now, there's a court date set, and all told the fine could cost from $ I 0
to $20. All for doing something that countless people - students and
"townies" alike- do every day around the city of Chicago, more or less
the whole state, the country, and- good God- the whole world. What
makes it really wierd is that Mike was doing it in an orderly, organized
way, directing his efforts only toward the specific cars that were going
to Northeastern.
That's the story as it's also related in FORUM of this ussue, and the
EDITORIAL. Why we stress this incident is because the N was initiated
by the PRINT; it is an important precedence to have affected on NISC
(commuter school) student; and because Mike Jones, himself, is stuck
with the ticket. He represents any one of us ( who use the N or theoretically should have been using it) that could have arbitrarily been
picked up and arrested for its use.
So I do urge any one of you who may have a workable method of
extricating Mike from this situation , be it legal or otherwise, to simply
submit your idea to me, care of the PRINT. For Mike, and the principle
he represents.
In the meantime, we hope to submit a clear definition of the N to the
Superintendant of Police or some other such personage, to point out the
fact that it is not "soliciting rides from the public", but is only identifying onesself as a member of a closed group - the NISC student body
- strictly to another member, who is already traveling to the same
~~-
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The
Tuesday
Flick
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Roundabout Frank's

The Tuesday night offering of
the Free Film Committee will be
of unusual interest this week. The
film, Rashomon, is one of the milestones of the modern post-war
Japanese cinema.
Directed by the great Akira
Kurosawa and starring Toshiro
Mifune, the film is set in the
Middle Ages in rural Japan. Rashomon probes the elusive nature of
truth and subjective reality. Kuresawa uses a flashback technique
to mold the case history of a
man's murder and the rape of his
wife by a bandit (played by Mifune) .
Rashomon was met with wide
acclaimation upon its release in
195 1, winning the Acadamy
A ward for best foreign film , the
Grand Prize at the Venice Film
Festival, and the 1952 Canadian
National Board of Review Best
Director A ward.

Print
Needs
Writers
Room 214

Almanac
More commemorations and/or celebrations to give you something to
think and drink about for the week:
·
Friday, February 5. -Christopher Marlowe was born in 1564 and
Zebulon Pike was born in 1779 (remember Pike's Peak).
Saturday, February 6. Babe Ruth was born in 1895 (the Joe Namath
of the 20's and 30's, who had a candy bar named after him.) Also on
this day, Queen Elizabeth II celebrates her 19th year as Queen. (Send
her a card. She needs it.)
Sunday, February 7. Sir Thomas More was born in 1478. Charles
Dickens was born in 1812. Sinclair Lewis was born in 1885 .
Wednesday, February 10. Full moon over Chicago, 1971. Always a
good thing to celebrate.
And now for our legend of the week:
In the South-Sea island of Moca-Java, which is just South of Krakatoa, there was a fabulously wealthy kingdom.
The people of Moca-Java selected their kings every four years,
which was their Year of the Fish. That explains why they referred to
their leader as Kingfish.
Anyway, the people had an intricate system for selecting their ruler.
For three months before the election, the candidates campaigned over
the island. One particular year, the big issue on Moca-Java was
whether or not the king should use an imported mast for the royal
yacht. The mast was imported from Finland.
Leo Nice, the fore-running candidate, was for the use of the mast
from Finland. His campaign slogan was " Nice cries-Finnish mast!" He
was elected king. (Leo later left the island when his term as king was
over, and the islanders haven't heard from him since. It' s rumored that
hechanged his name to Durocher.)
Anyway, Leo was elected king and was about to take possession of
the royal golder throne, when it was discovered that the throne was
missing. This put the islanders in an uproar.
On the far-side of the island, the leader of the opposition party had
stolen the throne and had hidden it in the attic of his grass hut.
The weight of the golden throne was too heavy for the foundation of
the grass hut and one day, the whole house collapsed. Which only goes
to prove that people in grass houses shouldn't stow thrones .

'

So please, keep in mind that if you are using your N, stand on the crub,
not in the street (this can become difficult) and hold up your N, not your
thumb. Otherwise, it might get taken off by a passing squad car ...

Health ser~ice tips
by Shi Hallvi

How healthy are you? Never
took a day off because of illness?
Then this article is for you. Read
the advice contained therein for
we poor mortals who endure
Niagras of sniffles, th~n do the opposite. It's bound to produce a
genuine excuse for taking a day
off-maybe even a week.
On the other hand, if you are
seriously interested in staying or
becoming reasonably healthy,
you're in luck . We interviewed
Nurse Marion Etton of Health
Services last week, and came out
with the following suggestions for
winter survival.

I. A void nose and throat secretions from others. More specifically avoid close contact with those
that have colds, since the average
· sneeze travels 4-16 feet and the average NISC student is a hotbed of
virulent bacteria.

2. Get adequate rest. No this
isn 't one of those, " be sure and get
eight hours of sleep every night"
sta tements. Each individual has
their own sleep requirements, and
by this age you're supposed to
know how much sleep you need.
3. It has been conclusively
demonstrated that the chief benificiaries of vitamin tablets are the
c o m p a n i e s that manufacture
them.
4. Eat the right foods. Being
sure your diet inclueds ; fresh
fruits and vegetables, milk, eggs
and cheese for protein and grain
products such .as bread and or cereal. This is very easy to observe,
as orange and cheese and rye sandwiches _are very tasty.
5. Finally this bit of advice . .
Don't drink several quarts of orange juice a day in the hopes that
you will flood your body with vitamin C. Your system will simply
urinate the excess out.

Last Survey Reading Test
As a service to all NISC students who wish to have a clear picture of
their reading abilities and skills, the Reading Center is scheduling a
survey reading test to be administered at the Reading Laboratory, 3307 W.
Bryn Mawr, 1:00 p.m.,
on Thursday, February 4, 1971
Any student who wishes to take the test may report to the Reading
Center at the fixed time. He should bring with him sharpened pencils or a
ball-point pen.

Test administration takes approximately forty-five minutes. Results will
be mailed to all those who take the test within five days of test administration . Arrangement for remedial sessions will be made for those students who have reading difficulties and for whom remedial instruction is
recommended. The Reading Laboratory hours for the Winter 1971 trimester are Mondays and Tuesdays 11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon .and Thursdays
10:00a.m.-12:00 noon.

- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

visit our Q>lil £tigli.eJr dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-21 66

TONG'S TEA GARDEN
3411 W. BRYN MAWR
KE 9-9650

NEW DINING ROOM

] block east

of NISC

AMERICAN FOOD

iJifi:1i;1
LUNCH AND DINNER
HOURS: 11 AM. to 10 :00 PM.
Now serving student lunch es all day

ORDERS TO TAKE O UT
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List traces big '68 political campaign donors
WAS'UNGTON (AP) - An
unprecedente i list of major individual contributions to 1968
political campaigns traces big
donors from Aague to Zyss and
from the $500 level to the
$139,000 of one mutual fund
executive.
The volume was compiled by
Citizens Research Foundation
of Princeton, N.J., along with
three companion publications
that shed new light on the details of where political money
comes from. All are being published Sunday.
Jack Dreyfus, head of the
Dreyfus Fund, stands out for
his 47 contributions to a: vast
array of political committees
and funds of both parties.
He donated $76,000 to Republican-sponsored
groups,
most of them arms of the
Richard M. Nixon caµipaign,
and $63,000 to Democraticbacked organizations, most of

them attached to the Hubert
H. Humphrey campaign.
The largest family total in
the contributions is apparently
$173,462 donated by the MelIons of Pittsburgh to Republican groups.
About 20,000 contributions
are listed ia the 1968 volume.
They were compiled from reports filed by candidates and
political committees with Congress and with some states.
Because of various loopholes
in · campaign reporting laws,
not all major con tributions are
listed. But the new publications are the fi rst ever to pull
together all known contributions in an alphabetical listing.
Donations from the Rockefeller fam ily total $107,500,
nearly all of it to Republican
groups.
The Pew fam ily of Philadelphia put $41 ,000 into the Republican campaign. J . Howard

Pew is chairman· of Sun Oil Co. dorships by Mr . Nixon we re
The largest individual total Arthur K. Watson, $49,000,
'for the Humphrey campaign France, and Guilford Dudley
was the $100,000 listed for the Jr., $52,000, Denmark.
Two of President Nixon's
late Mrs. Rella Factor of Los
Angeles, who put $5,000 into closest friends show on the
each of .. 20 committees for list: C. G. (Bebe) Rebo:m of
Humphrey. She was the wife of Key Biscayne, Fla., $3,500, and
J ohn (Jake the Barber) Fac- Robert Abplanalp, New York
tor, who was pardoned by and the Bahamas, $18,500 to
·
President John F. Kennedy in Nixon committees.
1962 for a 1943 mail fraud conSeveral individuals whose
viction.
various enterprises have been
Other identifiable $100,000- under one form or another of
plus -contributors to the Re- government examination show
publican side were W. Clement up as major contributors. They
Stone, Chicago insurance exec- include:
utive, and Max Fisher, Detroit
John R. King, former chairindustrialist.
a n of King Resources,
Two big Republican donors named last week in a Security
who were named to ambassa- Exchange Commission court

m

complaint, $75,000 to Republican groups.
Bernard Cornfeld, ousted
head of Investors Overseas
Services, a mutual fund operating abroad, $25,000 to Democrats.
Delbert Coleman, former
chairman of Par vi n-Dohrmann, a casino-operating finn
under SEC scrutiny, $5,000 to
Democrats.
Merv Adelson, president of
La Costa, a Southern California luxury home and country
club development under federal and state - scn•tiny for its
connections with former gambling figures and a teamsters
union pension fund, $5,000 to
Republicans.

Montoya performs at NISC
By Nancy Streske

Mag nifco! T he o nl y adjective to
d es c r i b e the guita r accomplishments of Carlos Montoya on
Thursday evening, January 28.
The perfo rmance presented by the
Northeastern Jllinois State College Evening Concert Series was a
phenominal success.
Montoya, a Spanish G ypsy, is
the most renowned Fl amenco guitarist of our time. A native of
Madrid , Monto ya came of age as a
guitarist at fourteen . H is career
began as an accompanist to Flamenco dancers and singers. He
went on to become the first F lamenco guitarist to display his innate talents in solo concerts .

The distinguished do n entered
our arena. Without uttering a
word, he took his place and upon
six strings he began to cast a musical spell. A spell created by agile
fi ngers and quick hands. T he masters product-an entranced audience.
Approval came through three
s t a n d i n g ovations. Montoya,
moved, labored through three encores. One of which was a rendition of "St. Louis Blues" done,
how else, Flamenco style.
All of Montoyas selections are
or igina l arrangements of age old
Gypsy melodies. H is performance
will long be remembered by his
new constituency which took root
that night.

ORAMA:

Man of La Mancha
Most students would probably watch a good Flash Gordon episode
than d rive out to Su mmit, Illinois to sc:e a play that has more si ngi ng in it
than straight lines but in the case of Man of La Mancha it's well worth
the drive.
T he story takes place somewh ere in Spai n near the end of the
sixteenth century duri ng the infamous Spanish Inqui sitions. It is the
story of Cervantes, a free lance poet and ac tor who al so works as a
part-ti me tax collector. Cervantes cri me is that he has mi stakenl y
fo rec losed on a church fo r non-payment of taxes. For thi s he is thrown
into the dungeon. It is here that he reenacts the story of Don Qui xote ;
the failing old man who thinks he is a knight.
Among th e brighter faces of the play are Lee Pelty who plays t he part
of Don Quixote, Bill Koza who is Quixote's fa ithful squire Sancho
Panza, and .Dolores Rothenberge r wh·owo n an award at C hicago's leading actress playing the part of the scullion maid, Aldonza.
T he leading characters are backed up by a mo re than competent cast
in this play which was named C hicago's Number One production of the
year. A ll seem quite used to working " in the round" even thou gh the
stage does seem a littl e sma ll. T he pl ay is being presented at the Cand lelight d inne playhouse where o ne first eats dinner and then watches the
play with.o ut ever leaving ), is seat. This is espec ially nice if you are a
chain smoker such as your dra ma critic since smoking is permitted
during the performance. By the way, the food is qui te excellent if you' re
inte rested in a good meal.
Man of La Mancha directed by William Pullsin i curren tly playing at
the Candlelight Dinner Playhouse, 5620 S. Harlem A venue, Su mmit,
Ill. For reservations call 458-7373.

4week ,
field camp
A F ield camp in the Cape Sable
region of E verglades Nat'! Park is
the process of being fo rmed. Interested stude nts are asked to Co ntact
Kenneth_Mulmat in office DO 15.
T he field camp will be given this
Ju ne and wi ll recieve 6 credi t
ho urs. T his is onl y a call for inte rested students. T he cost is curre ntly projected to be in the vicinity of $200.00 to $300.00.

The VW Fastback.
The only car that gives you two
trunks for the price of one.
Drop by. We 'l l show yo u where the engine is.

GLENLAKEVOLKSWAGEN

6035 N. BROADWAY
Ope n Eves .
BR 5- 3500
Closed Sun. @

RAYM_ll_Nn~s
-.,..«~1'ot~ri-....

4555 W. OAKTON ST., SKOKIE
OPEN EVERY NI GHT ' TIL 9

•

SATURDAY 'TIL 6

Phone: OR 3-7966
,

SUNDAY 12 - 5
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Cinema
Jamf s

"Husbands"

Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
-Dylan Thomas

With these words Dylan Thomas expresses what
most of us must have felt at one time or another in our
lives. Twenty or twice twenty, male or female, ·in one
manner or another these feelings are part of our human nature.
Perhaps the idea is not so much that one is growing
daily nearer to death, but that one might grow toward
that state and miss out on certain things in life. Human nature dictates that we all hate to miss out on
things we realize are in the realm of possibility, and
yet, that same nature so often prohibits us from taking
part in these opportunities.
John Cassavetes, multi-talented filmm\ker known
best for his independently produced and award-winning films "Shadows" (I 960), and "Faces" (I 968),
has taken on this human paradox in his latest (and
best) film, "Husbands".
Although these emotions are not inherent in any
one specific group of people, Cassavetes has chosen
the subjects for his theme from a world that he probably understands best - that of the "going-on-40"
family man who has sublimated his life away. The
subjects are three such men who in a moment of insight realize that the "child" in the man-child of each
is slipping away, and that perhaps it is the family man
as defined by our society that is doing the killing. For
these men to catalyst which thrusts them into a confrontation with reality (a reality which borders tenaciously on fantasy), is the death and funeral ofa close
friend, the fourth member of their closely-knit group.
Desparately afraid, and anxious, but determined to
give the child in them one last chance to rage, the

three decide that they can face neither family nor
work, and start off at funeral's end on an escapist
binge which leads them from bar to gymnasium, to
bar, and finally, to London, where the bubble bursts
and things eventually sour. In the course of their temporary escape, the three men are faced with truths
which until that time in their lives they have chosen to
ignore, but truths which Time now forces them to
face.
Harry (Ben Gazzara) must face up to the fact that
his marriage is dead and has been for sometime, and
he must gain the strength to break from it. Archie
(Peter Falk), and Gus (John Cassavetes).must face the
fact that their you thful exuberance and comaraderie
are but cover-up s for their own character weaknesses
which are in fact cominated by fancy. Success in dealing with these truths comes to each in different degrees during the course of the film, but the important
thing is the realization that ultimately this process of
growing old is a very individual, and very lonely
struggle; and that regardless of the amount of comaraderie with other men, in the end it must be faced
alone. This fact is not brought home to the men until
they reach London and find themselves with three
girls whom they pick up, and with whom they are
forced to communicate with on an individual basis. In
some very awkward scenes with the girls, each one
fails in his own way to live up to his own expectations
of himself, and some sort of individual , ultimate truth
is reached.
That the film works so well is due to the filmroaking
ability of Cassavetes, who understands not only his
camera and what it can do, but his actors, and what
they are capable of doing. Foregoing slickness of style
and smoothness of script for spontaneity of dialogue
and the hand-held camera (for much of the film) , Cassavetes lets his actors work off one another and gives
them free reign in their character development. The
result is a film which develops scene (as does life),
rather than unfold a paragon of perfection before our
eyes. Rough-hewn his film may be ; slow-moving and
awkward at times, swiftly-moving and high-strung at
times, it nonetheless resembles life more so than most
films, and in fact often lets you forget that you are
watching a film. So much inside his characters does
Cassavetes get, that " Husbands" becomes more of an
experience than a film.

Club Notes
February 4th, 1971
History Club. I p.m., A-129
Parking violations committee
meeting., I p.m. A-119

•

:=:===========:=:=:=:

Martin

Ecology Club., I p.m. A- 110
Union for Puerto Rican Students, I p.m. B- 111
N ortheastern Publications., 1

p.m. D- 104
February 9th, 1971
Students for a Better NISC
meeti ng. I p.m.,A 113-115.

... .................................. .
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"Husbands" is a terribly real experience in man y
ways; the situations the characters get in.to are real in
the sense that I believe most ofus have experienced or
at least wished that we would be in similar circumstances. The characters themselves become very real
because of the loose style of direction, and the fact
that most of the dialogue was improvised on the spot
with only a skeleton of a working script. Thus the
actors become less "characters" and more real
people-specifical ly themseh1es . And lastly, the experience becomes more realistic because Cassavetes's
camera catches with incredible accuracy every
nuance, every detail , of these men's lives.
What Cassavetes brings out so well in his film is not
only the particular "anxiety" and frustration of his
three characters, but the emotions, the anger, the agression, the frustrations, and particularly the anxiety
which we all can relate to. It's an anxiety that goes
back to, and relates to, the compromises we all make,
the small needs we fill and the large freedoms we forfeit, or believe we forfeit. It's an anxiety which cannot
easily be put into words, but its's an anxiety that is
nonetheless present in many of our lives.
"Husbands" is also a film about weakness, and the
decisions we are forced into by our own, and our societal shortcomings. Toward the end of the film, after
the adventure has begun to wear off in London, Gus
says to Archie, "we gotta go home". Archie returns,
"but, I don 't want to go home". Here lies the crux of
the problem . We do a lot of things we don't want to
do; just as both Gus and Archie return home. And in
that final and poignant shot as Gus turns the corner of
his house to enter back into his "world", we realize
the weakness and the need that makes up the human
being ... and we realize again, how individual these
needs, and these weaknesses are. Archie and Gus may
stand on the corner talking at each other toward
film's end, but they aren't really hearing each other.
They are really talking to themselves, and addressing
themselves to their own personal problems which
only they can face. And, somehow, we feel a little
sadder for it.
"Husbands" is a film essentially, about rage, and
about the "dying of the light", and even if the rage is
tempered by human deficiences, and the light dimmed in the end, I think Dylan Thomas would have
liked this film.

NO_W PLAYING
AT A SELECT THEATRE NEAR YOU

~

History club
Next Thursday, February
11, the History Club will feature Black author Kofi Awoono r at its ' week ly discussion-meeting. T he topic of
his discussion will be African
Poetry.
·
Mr. Awooner is the author
of the novel This Earth, My
Brother, published by Doubleday last year. ·H e has also published a collection of poetry
under the title of Night of My

Blood. H is other works are Rediscovery and Messages.

Educated at Catholic, Presbyterian, and Zion schools in
his early years, Mr. Awoonor
has an interesting career. He
lived in G hana while teaching
and doing research at the U niversity of G hana. Also , he was
the Director of the G hana
Fil m Corporation fo r several
years . At present, Mr. Awoonor is an Assistant Professor at

IS ARIP-SNORTER. ATRIUMPH!" -Judith C ri st

-the State University of New
York at Stony Brook.
Mr. A woonor has been
awarded fellowships fro m the
University of Ghana and· the
U niversity of London. H e
completed his graduate and undergraduate work at the University of London. Hi s Masters degree is in Modern English.
The meeting will be held at I
o'clock in the Little T heatre.
All are invited to attend .

"'***'!*,

BRILLIANTLY CONCEIVED,
BRILLIANTLY DONE! DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY!"
-Kathleen Ca rroll. New York Daily News
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Music of the XXth Century ·

I

Thursday, February. 11th, 1971
l :00 P.M. N.I.S.C. Auditorium
Mark and Michael Thomsen
John and James Corsello
Glenn Krysa, Scott Howe, and
James Schranz
llffllffllllllllllllllllffllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllffllllllllllllllllURllll•t1

111111111111111111111

DENNIS FRIEDLAND AND CHRISTOPHER C. DEWEY PR ESENT A CAN NON PRODUCTION
STARRING PETER BOY LE AND DENNIS PATRICK IN "JOE" WITH AUD REY CAIRE
SUSAN SARANDON · K.CALLAN · PAT MCDERMOTT· MUSIC COM POSED AND
CONDUCTED BY BOBBY SCOTT · EDITED BY GEORGE l NORRIS· WRITTEN BY
NORMAN WEXLER · PRODUCED BY DAVI D GIL · DIRECTED BY JOHN G. AVILDSEN
COLOR BY DELUXE. !Original Sound Track Album available on Mercury Records \1.--wl
CAIH>N REI.EASE
<-..,•"'t.O,
~ t;,,cH:111,-,iw"n«
.........~• 0 ···•·~
0i st r ibuted by Teitel F ilm Corp .

......,,..
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News flashback

Like it is, or was,
or should be or ••

-corner

theatre
•

By Tim Coogan & Steve Pantos
Through additional research
more facts have been compiled
concerning the January 13th fire
in the sci ence building, presently
under con struction . The administrations explanatio n however, remains silently unchanged.
In a recent telephone interview,
Mr. Mel Skvarl a of our C ampus
Planning Office, stated that the
"wind caused protective tarpoline
to hit a heating salamander", presumably causing it to ignite. He
went on to explain that a 'heating
salamander' was supposedly a
kerosene burning stove used to assist freshly poured concrete in
· hardening properly .
The tarpoline in question is of
the heavy canvas variety and according to Midwest Canvas Company, the supplier of all the tarps
used on the construction site, is
treated yearly via bath method,
against mildew, water, and fire .
Midwest went on to state that the
tarp would need a continuous
flame applied to it to create com-

1

Interpreters

bustion , as the fire retardency
would prevent it from smoldering·
and then igniting.
Consultation with the on-site
superitendent from the construction firm contracted for the job
brought out additional interesting
information. Mr. Dan Peinovich
of Power Construction Inc., stated
that the propane gas heaters used
are watched very carefull y " in relation to wood, straw, tarpolinees,
etc."
·
In relation to the cause of the
fire, and in the light of rumored
a n t i-e x p a n s i o n factions on
campus, Mr. Peinovich admitted
that the possibility of arson does
exist. When asked to comment on
the theory of accidental ignition of
the blaze, he stated that the "winds
must have been from the southwest" to lend support to such a
theory : A quick check into past
weather data reported daily in the
C hicago newspapers has the winds
at the time of the fire to be at a
velocity of 27 m.p.h. from an east
by northeasterly direction.

The substitute teacher walked bri skly into the classroom at quarter
after nine and wrote his name OQ the board in block letters. It was his
first day .
Hi s two friends who were substitutes had told him, "You have to be
rough with them. That's the only thing they understand. If you're a nice
guy, they'll walk all over you." He loudly told the fifth-graders,
thirty-two of them, to sit down in their correct seats.
·
After spelling, their usual first lesson, the tall boy got up to talk to his
friend across the room. At the same time, two girls asked if they could
collect the lunch money . Since it had to be brought downstairs, they
said, and they usually collected it, the substitute said ok, and they left.
"You in the back- sit down, please." He walked back to his seat
slowly, and two girls asked to go to the toilet. "No. After the next
lesson."
"But we have to." He wrote out a pass for them, and they left.
A boy strode to the front of the room. "I have to go to the dentist
now. "
"The dentist?" A girl sharpened her pencil during the conversation,
and a boy in the last row walked quickly up to the substitute, looked up
at him and grinned, and ceremoniously dunked a crumpled piece of
paper in the wastebasket.
! " I have to get a tooth pulled." He pulled down his lower lip. "See?
This one." He took a pass and left.
In the middle of the arithmetic lesson, a boy grabbed his neighbor's
pencil, and was punched in the shoulder. Two boys had to go to the
toilet, and a girl meanwhile slugged a boy in the, face, knocking his
glasses onto the tl')or. While the substitute rushed' to mediate, he saw
the door slowly close as another boy left.
In the afternoon, several quarrel s broke out, and a few desks turned
over. During a noisy one, the woman gym teacher came in and yelled,
and grabbed a boy in the second row by the hair and shook his head
back and forth . "Watch that one. He's a troublemaker," she told the
substitute loudly before leaving.
The kids were drawing just before going home, and the substitute
walked up and down the rows . The big boy had paper and crayons but
wasn't drawing . He had a toy metal derringer in his hand. " Put that
thing away," the substitute said sharply, trying to look unshaken. The
boy put it back in his pocket.
Crayons, books, and papers were put away, and the kids lined up at
the door with their hats and coats on. Shoving back and forth was
accompanied by laughter. The bell rang, and they charged past the
substitute, who was guarding the door.
On his way back to the main office to check out, the substitute not
only wondered what the duties and responsibilities of a teacher really
are, but also no longer knew what a school is really supposed to do.

Interpreters Theatre has a
variety of activities planned for
this semester. We will attend a
Shakespearean Workshop in
Peoria. Actor Sebastian Cabot
will perform for the workshop
and critique individual readers.
Mrs . Charlotte Waisman,
sponsor of Interpreter s
Theatre, will coach Katie
Gianaris, Arlene Jarzab ,
Marge Kajara and Rich Oas
for performance at the festival.
Al so in March we will attend a
fe stival at Terre Haute Indiana, university of Indiana.
Our readers will be Gerry Carsello , Mike Cunningham,
Carolyn Nielsen and Rick Pollak. These students will perform readings in poetry, prose
and drama. Guest critics include Miss Lilla Heston of
Northwestern University. We
will be busy during semester
break attending one of the best
oral Interpretation festivals in
the country. The Ozarks Festival, held at Southwest Missouri State College is an annual event. Once again our
readers will perform in the
areas of poetry, prose, and drama. Mrs. Kathi Saferstein, assistant sponsor of Interpreters
Theatre, will coach NISC's
pa r ticipants ; Noreen
Ciesielczyk, Jay D abbs, Katie
Gianaris, and Patti Zaraza.
Charlotte Lee, author of the
well-known book on Oral lnterpretation will be the J?Uf"~•
speaker.

Ecology Club
THE NEW FACES OF

SANDLER
&YOUN&

Saturday, February 20
7:30 p.m., Opera House

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

FERRANTE
&TEICHER

Saturday, March 6
8:30 p.m., Opera House

$6.50, $5.50, $4.50, $3.50
Tickets are available at Chicagoland Montgomery Ward stores
and all othtr Ticketron outlets. For the locations nearest you,
dial T-1-C-K-E-T-S.
Mail Orders to 22nd Century, 70 West Hubbard Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60610. Enclose a self-addressed, stamped envelope .

r
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GIANT HAMBURGERS
640z. Pitoh,, ol f,fi /111 1 8111 tt.75 ,
1

LIGHT OR DARK
CASUAL AND COZY

II

ROARING FIREPLACE
To eat here or take out
BARBECUE RIBS
Bratwurst & other "great."
Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

\

11\i

Open from lunch till 2 A. M .
7 days a week
AMPLE FREE PARKING

,...

,~ 2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990
'

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

"Prices For The Student's Budget"

1~~---;.t'~--.....,~~~.....,,. .,..."'!,,..-,~~~....,,~~~~~~~~.!,,
.

We are living in the age of convenience. Each and every person
in this country is responsible for
five pounds of garbage each and
every day of this life . This is the
age of throw-away bottle and can.
This is the age of the vending machine that dispenses along with its
product millions of plastic and paper covers that will not recycle
back to nature for thousands of
years.
Thirty years from now, people
are going to be asking us why we
let things like this continue, and
what is going to be our reason?
The Ecology Club is sponsoring
a paper drive to collect at least five
tons of newsprint. (This is the least
amount recycling centers will accept.) On Friday , March 12, we
are asking the entire Northeastern
community (students, faculty, and
staff) to bring all of their newsprint to school, where we will set
up collecting points to be later designated. We can't accept magazines or cardboard because of
their cloth content that cannot be
reprocessed. On Saturday, March
13 , The Ecology Club is searching
nearby suburbs for all newsprint it
can find, and we need your help to
join us desperately.
Please start saving your newspapers (i ncluding this one) NOW,
and try to come to our meetings
every Thursday at I :00 in A 110.
The future generation will at least
thank us for trying.

Baby, you've never
had it so good
This is no time to settle for less.
The world and all the goodies
in it ore yours to hove. Providing
you ore in the position to toke odvon;
toge of them.
s Which is what the Sawyer College
of Business is all about.
There 's no reason on earth why
you shouldn;t be out there enjoying
the rewords of skilled secretaries
in attorneys' or doctors'
offices, executive suites,
and the like.
So what ore you
waiting for?
Send for our free information package
on secretarial careers and placement
servi ce today.
Better yet, coll the number
below right now.
And begin the good life a girl
like you deserves.

Saw),&_College;Business
1014 CHURCH STREET
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
869-1220

--------------~-----Sawyer College of Business
IO 14 Church St.

Evanston , Illinois
M;ss/ Mrs .

_

_

_ _ A ge __

S•ree~ - -- ---- - - - - - - -

____________ --- ---------

·- ---- -.

We help you to make it
.. ...

.__

1970 Beehive Yearbooks are in
-Bring Activity Card or Student

I.D.
To Room E-41
(East end of checkroom)
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free
classifieds

Images From
the Cook County
Jail Public Tour

PERSONALS

Moduro is not on your team J. Ryan

- by Jack Challem
Is it true Kathy and Barb live together.

Walking death row how many have walked it
and not returned?

J. Ryan is it true you got an offer to
play in the toilet bowl.
Do you know that Jimmy R.'s ears
wiggle when he chews?

Standing where the chair once stood.
It is now a tiled floor
in a room of inmate paintings.

Jim, Why wait till June? Linda
With our new su_per-sub, Jumpin Joe
Leone, TKE-C will again take the court
to deceptively demolish our dinky oppo-

The showers. Water wore away paint,
leaving rust. The minds of prisoners.

nents .

Ben , When are you having another in door weinie roast?

The Game room. Tables,
probably old city park picnic tables.

.,,.

The cells. Double bunks,
and just enough room to piss in the sink.

J.L. How's the whale?
Marilyn : It doesn 't seem to be working.
Why not go all the way.

The smell ofa sausage factory. Everywhere,
slaughterhouse images.

Jrmmy: When will you ever learn that
there's no such thing as a crush proof
box?
·

Loaves and more loaves of WHITE bread.

Escape and revitalize. Camp Chi 2-19 to
2-21. $15. Call 346-6700 ext. 421.

This here official classified Is dedicated
to Claire Lousie Burman, who ain ' t ne ver had one for her. (please don ' t lea ve
me to face Dr . Wenzlaff alon e).

4 OM & TD: 4444444 Fore! Fore ! 444 IV 4
Four 1111 4444 For 444 IV IV 44 four
4 .... .4!
•
Love, FORe nsics
ATTN . LOCKER 25. Knights will come
and knights will go, but our nights go
on forever .

Prince Charming.
M .A.X. is not a debating society, but it
is.
M.A.X. is not a home a w ay from home,
but it is.
M .A .X. is not a service, but it is .
M.A.X. is not a creative artistic ex perience, but it is.
THURSDAY NIGHTS 8 p.m.-12 p.m. 2961
Peterson

This classified is dedicated to Claire
Louise Burman, who never had a classified, but now she does, right?
God bless the Dorian mode .

The Chicago Garbage trucks once w ere
orange, now they are light blue, sam e
as the south dining hall. Now that I am
positive w here they got the paint, I am
curious where the food came from .
I love yo u
108 Cranberry Lane -Only
be rries bounce .

ripe cron -

Ducky is a Quack!
Thersa:
" Ya honey!"
love Isabelle
Ducky:
How's your little foot z- foot z?
Farkle -Farkle
" W.W.11 shocked the he ll out of Eu rope! "
Looking for meaning? Try a week -end
at Camp Chi 2-19 to 2-21 Cost $15 . Call
346-6700 ext. 421 Now!
Bobby Fischer has pre tty green and yel low socks.

Shooby dooby doo
How are you?
Mark Shaub's your name
Sexy eyebrows are your game.

City getting to you? Join us! Camp Chi
Wisc. 2-19 to 2-21. $15 . Call 346-6700
ext. 421.

To: Dr . Robert L. Gilbert, Physicol Sci ence Dept.
Why don ' t you learn how to drive? Cars
are equipped with brakes!!
From : The student whose car you hit in
the parking lot.

Drafty? Try the Jewish Draft Informa tion and Counseling Center 5959 N.
Sheridan Rd. Mon . & Wed . 6:00-10:00
pm . Call 225-0959 between 3-6:00 for
an appointment.

"There is not black or white," said the sergeant,
"only blue."

FOR SALE AND WANTED

Hands and arms hanging through bars.
MATIN D 12-35 with hard shell $250.
Call Aaron anytime. 267-2151

The faces of black prisoners,
a_nd more black prisoners.
Syeing only two white, once chicano.

FOR SALE 63 Chevy Belair. 4 dr. auto
trans. low mileage. $200. Call 763-6446

Walking among them.
Through their cells, their kitchen.
(The large spoon to stir the soup-witches' brew)
The suspicious eyes. Do they think,
ask each other later, "What's with them crazy honkies?"
And the one with third world eyes.
(Was he a political prisoner, a Black Panther?)
The women prisoners singing "Amen." And thoughts
of a murdered cell-mate under their voices.
The guards . Like venom . They would joke
with the prisoners, and the prisoners would joke back,
hip to the Man's bullshit.
·
The captain pounding his fist against the wall .
A full-fledged Pig. The jail guards, said ajail guard,
were only junior pigs-they weren't on the street.
The guards who seemed pleasant;
they didn't hassle the long-hairs in the group.
The matrons with a stockyard mentality.
Whose head had they severed that morning?
The black guards (blackguards). Parasites.
Sucking the blood of their own. Worse than parasites.
Only humans drink the blood of their own kind.

FOR SALE Webcore HIFI Toperecorder
needs work. $25. Call 763-6446
FOR SALE Wedding dress size 10. satin &
lace . long train. Orig . price $300 . $100
or best offer. Call 675-7305 evenings &
· weekends.
FOR SALE Nikow Super 8 electric movie
camera with zoom & movie light. $ 100.
or best offer . Ken Mulmat in 0015.
FOR SALE 1970 MG Midget conv. British
racing reen with white ralley stripe. AM FM . 4-speed Payments? $1950. or best
offer. Tim . 286-8814 .
1959 Gibson ES335 TD, New Hardshell
Case $250.00 772-1865.

~~
m

Social Committee:
Chairman:

Marcia Shanok
Lynn Bussard
Sue Jablonski
Michelle LoPresti
Maria Zajczenko

Charity Committee:
Chairman:

Kathy Idstein
Karen Hixon
Jean Dallman
Historian:

Marlene Mitchell
Pledge Committee:
Pledge mom:

Pam Osucha

Publicity Committee:
Chairman:

Cathy Backes .

Donna Wlodarek
Donna Hough
Maureen Vranek
Judy Johansen
Kathy Moriarity

Judy Gondek
Sandi Schaffer
Linda Pierce

FOR .SALE 65 Ford station wagon. Coun try squire . py. pb. 352V8. One owner.
Stick shift. $650. 469-5695.
HELP WANTED . Male or female. College
students needed for part-time evening
telephone survey work. evenings &
weekends. 4 to 5 hrs. per night . Call
Evanston home otfice. 475-3500
TERM PAPERS & THESIS TYPING . IBM
electric typewriter 60c per page for 1st
10 pages, 50c per page thereafter. Call
Kathy or Tim at 286-8814 or see Tim up
at the PRINT office.

FOR SALE: 61 Ford Galaxie. Needs
work. Engine good . $35. Call 334-7913.

FOR SALE: 4.14 x 7.75, automobile tires .
25,000 miles . $5. each . Buy one or all
four. Call 637-7466. or leave note for
Frank in PRINT office, E-214 .
WANTED: COMPETENT rock musicians.
Horns & keyboard personnel. If interested, call Ray Lester, mornings at 743 6881.
FOR SALE 65 Triumph Spitfire . conv. 2
tops . sharp looker. 4500 miles $650. or
offer. Jim 766-5019.
FOR SALE 66 T-Bird Landau. 2-dr . hd .
tp., full power. 4300 miles . $1090 Call
469-5695 after 6 p.m.

~

I
~

Is not a debating society; But-It is.
Is not a home away From home; But It is.
Is not a Shidach service; But It is.
Is not a creative artistic experience; But It is.
Is not on Thursday nights From 8 pm-12 pm
at 2961 Peterson,

~~
~

BUT IT IS

Eileen Donahoe
Colleen Gearaghty
Karen Moberg
Constitution Committee':
Chairman:

FOR SALE : Childrens Ice Skates
Boys ' (Single blade) Size 12
Girls' Beginners (Double blade) Size 12
Excellent condition $2.50 each pair. Call
384-5087 after 5 p.m. Ask for Eva .

FOR SALE: one large refrigerator with
large freezer . $75 . Call 489-2744.

~

Lambda sigma alpha
names officers, committees

President: Bernie Serwa
Vice-President: Karen Vaisvilas
Recording Secretary: Joyce Adomitis
Corresponding Secretary: Linda
Boquist
Treasurer: Diane Kuzma

privi-

iM.A.X.

-January, 1971

Lambda Sigma Alpha's elecllons for this year resulted as follows:

Room for rent-Female-Kitchen
leges, ask for Florence

~

Whats Happening Feb. 4 .
~
~ Rap with a Viet Nam Veteran - Rabbi~
~ Ping Pong Tournment - trophy- ~
~
prizes
~
~
A Macrame' - In
~ Flick-"A Fatal Glass of Beer,"-W.C. ~
Fields

i

~

i
i
~

~
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Cagers Crush Circle;
then lose to William Penn
By Mike Kesselman
The Varsity cagers, after going
over the .500 mark to an 8-7
record in their I 02-97 victory
against Circle Wednesday night,
were quickly put right back down
to that even level in a 83-63
trouncing by William Penn.
The team was down against
Circle until abo ut a third of the
way into the second half when
Keith Brown put together a string
of three co nsecutive baskets for
the Eagles, vaulting them into the
lead, which they never lost. Brown
had 20 points and was tied for the
lead in rebounds with 12 in an outstanding individual effort.
Leading the team in scoring was
Norman Thomas, the man of a
thousand positions and moves . After seeing him in past games at forward and center, I was amazed to
hear him announced as one of the

starting guards, in a trickly but excellent move by Coach Salario.
Thomas moved back and fort h at
center and forward also, performing quite effectively at all
three positions. Thomas also had 9
rebounds.
Next in scoring was guard Tom
Cotticchio with 16 points. Jim
W i I I i a m s was co-leader in
rebounds with 12, coming back after a slow start in the game. Marty
O'Gradney also played well in
short relief strings, putting in 6
points and pulling down 6
rebounds.
Saturday night against William
Penn was another story altogether. In contrast to the 57 rebounds
they got against Circle, they got
onl y 29 as a whole team, Saturday
night.
.
One bri ght note however, was
the fi ne offensive perfo rmance by

fo rward C hico Czekalski, who
had 27 po ints. He led the team in
rebounds with on ly te n, which is
under his I I. I average for the~ ason. H is scoring was the onl y
noteworthy point in the game. He
was the only Northeastern player
in double figures, in either points
or rebounds.
As far as the season is concerned, Chico Czekalski and Norman Thomas are tied for the team
lead in points per game average
with 21.6, thus far in the season.
Chico is also tied with Jim Williams in reboundirig with that 11.1
mark. The team as a whole is averaging 50.4 rebou nds per game.
As this artic le is written, our
next game is Tuesday n ight here at
N ortheastern against IIT, after
'that we play Roosevelt, also here
on Saturday.

Girls win one
Awaking from a lengthy slu mber, the Woman's Basketball
Team powered their way to a 513 I victory over DePaul. Carol
Lindseth led the way with 19
points, and Lauren. Foster helped
out with 11.
It was obvious from the start
that the girls were seeking revenge
for the 7 consecutive losses that
preceeded this contest. They
played hard and well and had a decent percentage from the field.
They were successful in these dep a rt m e n t s (something they
couldn't do before) and managed
to squeeze a victory from a fine
DePaul club.
Lindseth, normally the top
scorer, turned in a fine performance. T h is was her best outing
since the Valparaiso game, when
she hit for 22 points in a 5 1-49 defeat. Si nce that time, she hasn 't
played as well as the she did earlier
this year and all of last season.
With Lindseth playing less tha n
par, the team began to slip and
their play became sloppy. They
played some excellent teams, suth
as Northern and Ohio State, and
proved to be no match for these
powerhouses. T he Northern loss
was the fi rst in the past streak, and
the O hio game fell right in the
middle of the seven losses. So,
whatever chance the gi rls might
'have . had to break out of their
slump was lost in a I 02-25 trashing at the hands of Ohio.
In some of the losses, the girls
pl ayed wel l. Mary Beth Ulaneck
chi pped in with 15 po ints against
Northwestern , and Lauren Foster
turned in a good performance
agai nst Concordi ca. But the squad
wasn't playing as a team and they
had trouble putting it all togther.
They fi nall y managed to solidify
their efforts, and wi th Lindseth's
retu rn as a top scorer, the stage is
set fo r a reversal in direction.
We'll be looking for at least 6 consec1 tive victories to fo llow this
on ,

Dave Green
unfortunately
will be back
next week

Jim Williams (No. 54) and Circle center go up for opening tip-off of game
won by NISC 102-97. (Photo by Mike Kesselman)

Swimmer s set records
By Ed Czadowski
Curt Rankin continued to set
new team records as N ortheastern
defeated the U ni versity of Chicago 60-34 on Saturday. He
turned 5:34 in the 500 yard
freestyle to break a record he set
the previous week against Mill ikin . His time of 5:355 in that meet
had, in turn, bettered the record he
set at the Circle meet earlier th is
year.
Setting records is becoming
routine with Rankin . He set a team
record in the I 000 yard freestyle at
the Circle meet, only to break that
one, too, this weekend. The best
time now stands at 11 :598, erasing
Rankin's previous record of
12:046.
Although the team lost the Millikin meet, they had a lot to be
proud of. In addition to Rankin 's

500 yard record, John Shasta! set a
team record in the I 00 yard
freestyle event. The records show
that his 53.7 is the best time to
date. Nick Schori preformed well
in the meet an'd took the 200 yard
breast-stroke honors.
The U. ofC. meet was a big victory for the Eagles . It closed out a
short loosi ng streak and found a
number of swimmers holding individual wins. Among the first place
finishers were Bardek in the 200
yard free and Chudnow in the 200
yard fly. Shasta! captured the I 00
yard freestyle for the second week
running, and Schori is holding
back-to-back firsts in the 200 yard
breast-stroke. The team captured
both relay events to close their
most succesful encounter of the
season.

Intramural Basketball

Eyes are on the ball in action at Intramural's Tuesday & Thursday at
1:00.

By Brian Kilmnick
T he Intramu ral Bas ketball Leagues are in fu ll swing. Included in this
week's report is the resul ts of las t week's games, comments and current
standings.
I watched a few of the games, one of which I think deserves special
note. This game pitted the Whiz Kids (S.A. Davis et al.) against Tke A
(the best basketball players in the T au Kappa Epsilon Fraternity). T his
was quite an exciting game with Tke A leading for most of the game.
With th ree minutes left and Tke A leading by six points, the Whiz Kids
started to work the ball in for the high percentage shots and whittled the
lead down to 60-59, with less than one minute to play. Tke A tryi ng to
stall and ru n out the clock lost possesion of the ball . T he Whiz Kids,
using clever teamwork, conspired and succeeded in socring a bucket to
win 6 1-60.
See you next week, with more of the lntra~mral Bas ketball Report.

TUESDAY GREEN DIVISION

w
C adavers
Midgets
Big Shots
NO Names
Old Timers
Hot Dogs
PRINT
PENGUINS

1
I

1
0
0
0
0

I

Pct.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

w

GB

½

I
I
I

Whiz Kids
Independents
Meteors
D .P. &CO.
TkeA
Boner's Ark
Puppies

I
I

I
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
I
I
I

Results:
Cadavers 76 Old Timers 46
Midgets 58 Print Penguins 22
Big Shots 48 Hot Dogs 44

Results:
Whiz Kids 61 Tke A 60
Independents 53 Boner' s Ark 40
Meteors 36 Puppies 35

THURSDAY BLUE DIVISION

THURSDAY RED DIVISION

w
Warriors
Artie's All Stars
Dribbling Cysts
Indiana Pacers
Boston Embalmers
TkeC

L
0
0
0
0
1
1

TUESDAY YELLOW DIVISION

I
I

L
0
0
0

0
0
0

I
I
I

1

Pct.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000

Results:
Warriors 73 Tke C 18
Artie's All Stars 53 Indiana Pacers 52
Dribbling C ysts 44 Bost. Embalmers 30

w

GB
B Masters
Padnojs
Real Old Timers
Axe
Hobbits
Tke B

1
I
I
0
0
0

L
0
0
0

I
1
1

Results:
B Masters 61 Tke B 36
Padnojs 55 Axe 44
Real Old Timers 50 Hobbits 43

Pct.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Pct.
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000

GB

•·

½
I
I
I

GB

